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Have you ever imagined turning your passion for makeup into a fun and rewarding career but
aren’t sure how to begin or what things to expect? Additional titles by this author include: THE
ENTIRE Guide to Smokey Eyes - ISBN B0193L5GPA Makeup Artist Encounter Charts - ISBN
1522744509 Make-up Artist Attention Charts - ISBN 1523323728 Makeup Artist Lip Charts -
ISBN 1539588777 Makeup Artist Brow Charts - ISBN 153959369X Make-up Artist Asian Face
Charts - ISBN 153958917X Makeup Artist Bridal Face Charts - ISBN 1539580024 Make-up Artist
Male Encounter Charts - ISBN 1539589986 Make-up Artist Face Form Charts - ISBN
1539590909 Makeup Artist Contour & Highlight Charts - ISBN 1539592499 You’ll find answers
to questions aspiring makeup performers have such as: Is a license essential to be a makeup
artist? And much more! What type of education & training options do I have? What forms of
industries need makeup artists? Discover exclusive market insider secrets that will
demonstrate: How to prevent scams that target make-up artists Where you can access world
class training for FREE with the ‘Little Dark Book of Celebrity Make-up Artists. How can I build a
professional portfolio? What’s in a professional makeup kit & how to build one in expense
efficient ways.' How to get up to 40% discounts on professional make-up by popular makes like
M.A.C., Smashbox, Urban Decay & a lot more. Packed with updated advice and resources, 'How
to be a Professional Makeup Artist' offers you all the information you have to make your dreams
possible! 'How TO BECOME A Professional Makeup Artist' isn't a step-by-step makeup software
manual but a career guide that delivers clarity on what it takes to become professional makeup
artist.
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This is a nice basic overview for those who are considering entering the world of professional
makeup artistry . For a young adult, teen, or extremely novice adult who is wanting to be a
makeup artist this might be a good short overview of the types of profession paths they could
take and present them links to more reading if they were interested.. Simplistic, yes, but among
those critical little details necessary for establishing one's business. No, you don't need to end
up being a professional to use makeup, but if you want to work in the field, you should know
how to go about it. This step-by-step guide is not a tome at all, but is fairly thorough and will
help many people obtain an idea in regards to what a profession in the field really entails." A
specialist could simply be person who, apart from an amateur, is purchased his or her function,
but Gina Reyna not only feels a make-up artist needs to provide "exceptional results," but also
must shoot for "quality, honesty, and integrity."Reyna outlines ten necessary habits that can
help young makeup performers along their journey. For example, one must practice working on
their own person hygiene. Many young people consider a career as a specialist makeup artist,
but just what do they do and just how do they do it? Arrive smelling like you just exercised in a
gym or wearing weighty perfume can be overwhelming to your client base. Oh, and the
capability to accept criticism is also a plus. She is getting pretty good at is usually - her other
favorite point is that she loves to read. Each type of make-up is briefly discusses so you'll get a
concept of the different types of makeup you could be doing or may decide to specialize in. A
very basic overview in the various career paths you can take in the freelance makeup artistry
world. You need to have a look at beyond beauty styles such as for example theatrical or special
effects. This is a career-basics publication that might be especially useful to young people who
wish to explore what the career entails.This is a good basic overview for those who are
considering entering the world of professional makeup artistry. My child literally only watches
makeup movies and sits at her vanity learning make-up techniques. You'll also get yourself a
glimpse at thing like HD technology and make-up. You'll learn about portfolio principals, tools
you'll need, how to build a kit, where you can find "money saving deals" on makeup (local and
online, advantages and disadvantages), airbrush makeup, HD makeup technology, storage
options, licensing, educational choices, examinations, choosing a school, avoiding on the web
scams, and you will find out many other important things you need to know if you are
considering a career as a professional makeup artist.Once again keep in mind if you are
thinking you'll get makeup tips, you'll be sorely disappointed. Among the items I loved the most
were the many references to online language resources. When you are a make-up artist you
utilize your skills and "makeup as a tool to decrease flaws, enhance features, or totally
transform an individual. Yes, even the actual fact that personal hygiene can be important.In
addition, I wasn't impressed there are multiple sections in this short book that are simply copy
and pasted lists (and entire paragraphs) from various other sections.Table of Contents:Chapter 1
- Makeup ArtistryChapter 2 - Tools of the TradeChapter 3 - Education & however, as previous
reviewers mentioned, the grammar and spelling is. Perhaps you would like to work in the
theater, television, or movies. Good book Good read Very good: ( No. Very much of the text is
lists of varied websites, books, youtube stations, and other assets that someone thinking about
a profession as a make-up artist might find helpful... 3. You can pretty easily find these details in
lots of places online with only a cursory bit of internet searching, and if you belong to any online
professional makeup forums or communities this book would be almost completely review. The
only brand-new things I had taken from it was the suggestions of a few specialized books I
hadn't heard about before. I enjoyed the book and feel it could be an excellent guidebook,
especially for young people who *think* they could just want to work in the field and commence



their teaching with a credible organization. So if you browse the book from starting to end you'll
just skip entire bits because you merely go through them the last section. It feels lazy and
unorganized.For $3 you get a variety of advice and a ton of assets (all websites) from everything
on where to purchase products for your kit to where you can look for work. It almost feels like a
book that somebody who Googled "how exactly to be a make-up artist" wrote, especially with
the giant lists of resources. The claim about how exactly you will "Discover Special Industry
Insider Secrets" is stretching it a lot. What a great little guide This is the book I have already
been looking for. Rather, the book switches into details about hygiene, building your kit, HD and
airbrush makeup, employed in retail, etc. Honestly, I almost wonder if the author is really even in
the makeup industry.Trust me, this is actually the Perfect $3 you will EVER devote to your career.
Great compact book for breaking into the industry; however...Nevertheless, for anybody who has
even a basic knowledge of the makeup sector this won't teach you much.5 stars.A great book
full of basic information had a need to break right into the industry. Be aware that this book
does not include pictorials of how to apply makeup. It has a wealth of details for the newbie
wanting to become a professional AND successful MUA. Who requires a license when you can
keep yourself well-informed? TrainingChapter 4 - Exploring Profession OptionsChapter 5 -
STARTING OUT in Beauty Retail SalesChapter 6 - STARTING OUT in Personal Beauty
ServicesChapter 7 - STARTING OUT in Media Production Good for a teenager or novice, too
simple for anyone who's already done a bit of research.... atrocious. Occasionally, it is difficult to
learn when "your" is instead of "you're" or when "intimidating" is certainly spelled as
"intimating..I would just really recommend this publication to someone who knows little to
nothing about the makeup industry." If you can overlook these grammar errors, this reserve is
for you personally! I will supply the author some credit as the book has a ton of useful
information for those who do not know where to start their professional makeup artist journey.
Recommended! Bought for 13 12 months old girl I know in this day and period there are makeup
videos everywhere! Mind you, this is simply not a reserve that tells you how to apply makeup or
enhance your appears.You'll also be able to have a whirlwind tour through makeup styles such
as beauty makeup: Clean beauty, basic beauty, fashion, glamour (extreme beauty),
bridal/special occasion, high fashion (avant-garde, fantasy), and clean beauty. I ran across this
book while looking for eyeshadow pallettes that she does not have - and thought it would be an
excellent publication, something she lives to learn about. This is a very short "reserve" that could
truthfully be condensed even more than it really is already. Five Stars worth buying :D Five Stars
Yes great Four Stars This is a gift Five Stars Very informational! Ive read a lot of MUA books and
this one has lots of great information. Would definetly recommend this publication for aspiring
MUAs. Extremely good :( Awesome book! I must say i enjoy the book and specifically like how it
lists online resources to further search for information; :)
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